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Abstract
Static analysis has been widely used in large-scale software
defect detection. Despite recent advances, it is still not prac-
tical enough because it requires compilation interference
to obtain analyzable code. Directly translating the binary
code using a binary lifter mitigates this practicality prob-
lem by being non-intrusive to the building system. However,
existing binary lifters cannot produce precise enough code
for rigorous static analysis even in the presence of the de-
bug information. In this paper, we propose a new binary
lifter Plankton together with two new algorithms that can
fill the gaps between the low- and high-level code to pro-
duce high-quality LLVM intermediate representations (IRs)
from binaries with debug information, enabling full-fledged
static analysis with minor precision loss. Plankton shows
comparable static analysis results with traditional compila-
tion interference solutions, producing only 17.2% differences
while being much more practical, outperforming existing
lifters by 76.9% on average.
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1 Introduction
Static analysis has been widely used in detecting various soft-
ware defects in C/C++ programs [34–36, 53, 85, 94]. Unfor-
tunately, despite this tremendous progress, one previously-
ignored fact is that the requirement of compilation inter-
ference is essentially the last mile of modern static analy-
sis. Conventional static analysis [3, 13, 16, 33, 37, 82–84]
requires access to the program building process to obtain
analyzable code, which is realized by interfering with the
original compilation configuration with a custom compiler
or parser. For example, SVF [84] requires the end-users to
usewllvm [20] (a wrapper for Clang) to compile the project.
However, compilation interference is not always feasi-

ble due to two reasons. First, modern building systems are
becoming increasingly complex and diverse [48, 66]. For ex-
ample, the C++ language has over 20 building systems [23]
and 36 compilers [24]. Supporting such a large number of na-
tive building systems is extremely difficult and error-prone.
For example, Coverity Scan [3], one of the most success-
ful commercial static analysis tools, has been striving to
achieve compatibility with various toolchains for over 20
years [31, 76]. Despite tremendous efforts, the success of
compilation interference is still not guaranteed. For example,
both Coverity Scan [3] and SVF [84] were reported to fail
because they could not compile the source code with their
custom compilers [2, 4, 6, 12]. Second, the accessibility of the
software building procedure is not always guaranteed [31].
For example, the source code and its compilation pipeline
are often unavailable for cloud-based code scanning services.
The above difficulties severely hinder the deployment of ma-
ture static analysis systems to the industrial environment,
which we refer to as the last mile problem.

Instead of walking the last mile with insurmountable ef-
fort, we can bypass the problem by directly using the end
product of the building process — the binaries themselves.
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1 void foo(int i)

2 {

3 long* v = calloc(2, 8);

4 long t = 1;

5 {

6 char n[24];

7 n[i] = 'a';

8 }

9 long a[3];

10 a[i] = 2;

11 a[0] += v[0];

12 free(v);

13 }

(a) Source code of foo.

1 ; void foo(int i) ; rdi=i

2 ... ;omit

3 call calloc

4 mov rbx , rax ;v=calloc

5 mov [rsp+32], 1 ;t=1

6 mov [rsp+rdi *8+8] ,61h ;n[i]='a'

7 ... ;omit

8 mov [rsp+rdi *8+8] ,2 ;a[i]=2

9 mov rax , [rbx]

10 add [rsp+8], rax ;a[0]+=v[1]

11 mov rdi , rbx

12 call free ;free(v)

13 ret

(b) Assembly code of foo.
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(c) Evolution of the stack frame.

Γ ⊢ v : ptr (τ )
Γ ⊢ (s = load v) : τ

(d) Figure 1a’s LOAD typing rule.

Γ ⊢ v : α
Γ ⊢ (s = load v) : α

(e) Figure 1b’s LOAD typing rule.

11:a[0]+=v[0]

10:a[i]=2

3:v=calloc

7:n[i]='a'

1:i

12:free(v)

(f) DDG of Figure 1a.

10:[rbx]+[rsp+8]

8:[rsp+rdi*8+8]=2

3:rax=calloc

6:[rsp+rdi*8+8]=61h

1:rdi

12:free(rbx)

(g) DDG of Figure 1b.

Figure 1. Dots in data-dependence graph (DDG) are marked by code lines. In Figure 1d and Figure 1e, Γ maps variables to
their types, ptr (τ ) is the type of ordinary pointers to τ , α is a uni-type to describe the untyped assembly language.

Compared with the conventional solution, the binary-based
one obtains code for analysis by binary lifting [5, 9, 11, 63],
which is non-intrusive to the software building system and
thus is unlikely to fail in real-world scenarios. Therefore, the
remaining problem is: Can we achieve similar static analysis
results on the lifted code as the compiled source code?

1.1 Challenges
Rigorous static analysis requires considerable source-level
information to be present in the target code to reason about
their semantics [78]. Existing state-of-the-art static anal-
ysis mainly leverages underlying assumptions about two
program entities to develop their algorithms, i.e., variable
boundaries [60] and type information [68]. However, the bi-
nary code is not naturally accompanied by such information,
and recovering it from the plain binary is still an undecidable
problem [52, 89–91], which could greatly affect the preci-
sion of static analysis. We use Figure 1 to briefly introduce
how the loss of variable boundaries and type information
in binary code affects the construction of data-dependence
graph (DDG), one of the most basic static analyses.
Variable boundaries. Unlike the source code, where the
memory is separated into disjoint variables [61], the assem-
bly code flattens the memory space by allowing memory
access across variables [60] and possible overlapping ob-
jects [54]. For example, the memory write regarding n[i] at

Line 7 and the memory read from a[0] at Line 11 in Figure 1a
do not have any data dependences because every local vari-
able is associated with a distinct memory block (left-hand
side of Figure 1c). Therefore, the DDG has no edge between
those two lines in Figure 1f. However, the compiler places n
and a into the same stack slot ([rsp+8]) in the binary code
since they have non-overlapping scopes (right-hand side of
Figure 1c), resulting in a bogus dependence between Line 6
and Line 10 in Figure 1b. Therefore, there is an extra edge
between them in Figure 1g.
Type information. Binary code totally discards high-level
type information and allows operations between arbitrary
typed values. For example, the typing rule for the memory
read in source code (Figure 1d) requires the operandv to be a
pointer to type τ , and the type of the loaded value s is also τ .
In contrast, the assembly code (Figure 1e) uses a uni-type α
for all operands. Existing static analysis tools exploit the type
information for efficiency [79], and losing it might lead to
broken results. For example, the pointer returned by calloc
at Line 3 in Figure 1a has data dependences with Line 11 and
Line 12. In Figure 1b, the memory allocated by calloc is re-
turned and manipulated through two integer-typed registers
rax and rbx (Line 9 and Line 12)), which might result in bro-
ken data-flows in some static analyzers (e.g., SVF) since they
ignore pointer values that behave like an integer. Therefore,
the constructed DDG in Figure 1g lacks two edges starting
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from Line 3 to its reference sites and will even result in a
false alarm of memory leak bug because the calloc does
not reach a free function. Moreover, heap objects cannot be
modeled properly without correct type information at the
call sites of memory allocation functions [55].
Fortunately, while the plain binary is not a desired sub-

stitution for the compiled source code, we found that in a
scenario like software static analysis, the debug informa-
tion [45, 62, 67] is also indispensable because it is extremely
useful for debugging [14, 21], crash diagnosis [43], and profil-
ing [17]. For example, modern operating systems all provide
debug symbol packages [18, 22], and the latest Firefox on
MacOS is built with embedded debug information [62]. In a
small study conducted by us that involves 100 famous C/C++
projects from Linux and GitHub (projects with the most
stars), we found that 100% of them support emitting debug
information in their binary output. Therefore, a more feasible
solution would be considering the debug information during
binary lifting, which maps the binary to the source code and
can help solve numerous undecidable reverse engineering
problems [73].
Despite its usefulness, the debug information only pro-

vides a subset of source-level information since compilers
cannot backward map all binary code to the source [28, 62,
74, 95], which still constrains the precision of lifted code and
static analysis because variable and type information are still
missing in some code fragments (illustrated in § 2).

1.2 Our Technique
In this paper, we propose a new binary lifter Plankton to-
gether with two new algorithms to produce high-quality
LLVM intermediate representations (IRs) from binaries with
debug information, enabling full-fledged static analysis with
minor precision loss. Our key insight is that code fragments
with data-dependences are also dependent in terms of their
source-level properties, which allows us to fill in the blan-
kets in the binary-to-source mapping with the incomplete
debug information by additional static analysis and code
transformations. More specifically, we first propose a stack
disambiguation algorithm to reconstruct connections be-
tween variable entities and stack references in the lifted
code. Our intuition is that in source code, references to
stack slots can be mapped to disjoint memory blocks rep-
resented by top-level variables visible at specific program
points, which is essentially the scope information. There-
fore, our algorithm computes a scope for each variable by
extending existing ones denoted by the debug information.
It leverages data-dependences between instructions to group
stack memory references and uses structural invariants to
form well-structured variable scopes. Second, we propose
a type enforcement algorithm to recover proper types for
all values inside the lifted code. Our intuition is that all op-
erations in a strongly-typed language such as C/C++ obey
strict typing rules, meaning that values with improper types

must be explicitly converted to satisfy those rules to keep
the code’s validity. Therefore, the usage of type conversions
indicates the degree of type correctness because the code
with more correctly typed values needs fewer conversions.
Starting from a portion of value types, our algorithm consis-
tently eliminates type conversions with semantic-preserving
code transformations and propagates the results to all code
fragments to find a fixed point that can maximize the type
correctness level.

We have implemented Plankton in C/C++ on top of the
LLVM compiler infrastructure [58]. We evaluated it with
real-world programs using two state-of-the-art static analy-
sis tools, SVF [84] and Pinpoint [83]. Experimental results
show that Plankton is able to fully utilize source-level static
analysis techniques by showing comparable bug-finding re-
sults with traditional compilation interference solutions, pro-
ducing only 17.2% differences while being much more practi-
cal, outperforming existing lifters by 76.9% on average. Our
further experiments also prove that most of the remaining
result differences are caused by the inherent “randomness”
of the static analysis, showing that Plankton is as effec-
tive as the traditional compilation interference method for
real-world usage.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

• We propose two new algorithms to produce precise
LLVM IRs from binaries with debug information to
enable full-fledged static analysis.
• We implement a new binary lifter Plankton that in-
corporates the proposed algorithms. We also spent
significant engineering efforts handling complicated
cases in parsing debug information and lifting.
• We conduct experiments to show that Plankton has
sufficiently good scalability and precision, producing
only 17.2% differences compared with the compiled
source code while being much more practical, outper-
forming existing lifters by 76.9% on average.

2 Motivation
2.1 Motivating Example
Translating the binary product of the software into analyz-
able code representations has greatly potential to enable a
more practical static analysis procedure because it is non-
intrusive to the building system. However, applying static
analysis designed for high-level languages to the low-level
assembly code could cause great precision loss because of
the huge gaps between these two languages.
We use a motivating example to show the two core dif-

ferences between the binary and the source code that could
affect the static analysis. Figure 2a shows the source code of
function foo, and Figure 2b shows the corresponding X86_64
assembly code obtained by compiling foo with “Clang -O1
-g”. We use the sc.qitem=self->qitem statement at Line 7
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1 int foo(struct Cmd* self)

2 {

3 struct Cmd* t = init();

4 struct Item* item = NULL;

5 struct Ctx sc = {0};

6 char* cause = NULL;

7 sc.qitem = self ->qitem;

8 sc.argv = t->argv;

9

10 args_proc (&sc.argc ,&sc.argv);

11 if (! get_ctx (&sc, &cause))

12 {

13 char msg [10];

14 msg [2] = ':';

15 cmd_proc(sc.argv);

16 }

17 else

18 {

19 struct LogClass log;

20 dump_log (&log , log.msg);

21 cmd_proc(sc.argv);

22 }

23 }

(a) Source code

B0:

...

lea r14 , [rsp +32] ; &sc.argc

mov rax , [rdi+8] ; self ->qitem

mov [rsp+48], rax ; sc.qitem

mov rax , [r15] ; t->argv

mov [rsp+24], rax ; &sc.argv

lea rsi , [rsp +24] ; &sc.argv

mov rdi , r14 ; &sc.argc

call args_proc

lea rdi , [rsp +16] ; &sc

...

B1:

lea rsi , [rsp +68] ; log.msg

lea rdi , [rsp +64] ; &log

call dump_log

mov rdi , [rsp +24] ; sc.argv

call cmd_proc

...

B2:

mov [rsp+66], 3Ah ; msg[2]

mov rdi , [rsp +24] ; sc.argv

call cmd_proc

(b) Assembly code

define i32 @foo(%Cmd* %self) {

B0:

%msg = alloca [10 x i8]

%log = alloca %LogClass

%sc = alloca %Ctx

%cause = alloca i8*

%field.1 = getelementptr %sc, 0, 2

%field.2 = getelementptr %sc, 0, 1

%field.3 = getelementptr %sc, 0, 5

...

%t21 = getelementptr %self , 0, 1

%t22 = load %Item** %t21

store %t22 , %field.3 ; sc.qitem

%t23 = getelementptr %t19 , 0, 0

%t24 = load i8** %t23 ; t.argv

store %t24 , %field.2 ; sc.argv

...

%t25 = call @get_ctx (%sc, %cause)

...

B2:

%t33 = load i8** %field.2

call void @cmd_proc (%t33)

}

(c) LLVM IR produced by Plankton

Figure 2. A motivating example that shows the original source code of function foo, the compiled assembly code, and the
translation result of Plankton. All three pieces of code are simplified for readability. Colored lines show corresponding code
statements (one source line might be mapped to multiple assembly instructions). The annotations aim at easier understanding
and do not represent the actual debug information to source code mapping.

in Figure 2a to illustrate the problem, which is compiled to
the mov [rsp+48],rax instruction at Line 5 in Figure 2b.
Variable boundaries. In Figure 2a, sc has an indepen-

dent memory block so that sc.qitem can only be accessed
when there is a reference to sc. In contrast, in Figure 2b,
all local variables are placed in a flat stack memory and
are accessed by relative offset to the rsp register. Therefore,
the stack slot [rsp+48], which corresponds to sc.qitem,
might be accessed whenever there are references relative to
the rsp, which forces static analysis to reason about bogus
dependences relations and might cause precision loss.

Type information. In Figure 2a, the statement follows
strict typing rules, and values have proper types, i.e., it writes
an Item typed pointer to sc.qitem, which is also an Item
typed pointer. However, in Figure 2b, the value held by rax
register and [rsp+48] can have arbitrary types, which could
mislead static analysis to produce wrong results.
Even the debug information is still insufficient to fill the

gap between binary and source code since compilers cannot
backward map all binary code to the source [28, 62, 95]. For
example, it tells that the [rsp+16] at Line 11 in Figure 2b is
the sc variable in the source code but does notmap [rsp+24]
at Line 17 to any variables.

2.2 Limitations of Existing Approaches
Existing binary lifters [5, 8, 9, 11, 42] all suffer from numer-
ous limitations that make them unable to support rigorous
static analysis. First, lifters such asMcSema [5] output the
emulation-style IR that faithfully emulates the machine exe-
cution, which is too low-level to support source-level static
analysis [63]. Second, lifters such as RetDec [11] only di-
rectly apply knowledge inside the debug information to the
lifted code without being aware of its incompleteness and
thus suffer from significant precision loss.

Moreover, we found that even the most advanced decom-
pilers, such as IDA Pro [1] and Ghidra [15], still cannot pre-
cisely translate binaries with debug information because
their algorithms usually depend on predefined rules or pat-
terns. As a result, in the decompiled code of IDA Pro, stack
references at Line 3 and Line 8 in Figure 2b are declared
as independent values instead of sc’s fields. Additionally,
significant manual efforts are needed to re-compile outputs
of those decompilers into analyzable code representations
and are not always feasible for large programs [65].
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1 B0:

2 %argv = getelementptr %sc, 0, 1

3 ; mov rax , [r15]

4 %41 = load i64* @r15

5 %42 = inttoptr i64 %41 to %Cmd*

6 %43 = ptrtoint %Cmd* %42 to i64

7 %44 = inttoptr i64 %43 to i64*

8 %45 = load i64* %44

9 store i64 %45, i64* @rax

10 ; mov [rsp+24], rax

11 %47 = load i64* @rax

12 %48 = inttoptr i64 %47 to i8*

13 store i8* %48, i8** %argv

(a) Vanilla LLVM IR.

B0:

%argv = getelementptr %sc, 0, 1

; mov rax , [r15]

%47 = inttoptr i64 %36 to %Cmd*

%48 = bitcast %Cmd* %47 to i64*

%49 = load i64* %48

; mov [rsp+24], rax

%52 = inttoptr i64 %49 to i8*

store i8* %52, i8** %argv

(b) After optimizations.

B0:

%47 = getelementptr %30, 0, 0

%48 = load i8** %47

%49 = ptrtoint i8* %48 to i64

%52 = inttoptr i64 %49 to i8*

store i8* %52, i8** %argv

(c) After 1st transformations.
B0:

%47 = getelementptr %30, 0, 0

%48 = load i8** %47

store i8* %48, i8** %argv

(d) After 2nd transformations.

Figure 3. The evolution of the LLVM IR translated from Line 6 and Line 7 in Figure 2b. Some instructions are omitted.

2.3 Our Technique
Insight. Our key insight to overcome the above limitations
is that code fragments with data-dependences are also depen-
dent in terms of their source-level properties, which allows
us to fill in the blankets in the binary-to-source mapping
with the incomplete debug information. Based on this in-
sight, we propose two new algorithms to better resolve the
two most critical problems in binary lifting.

2.3.1 Variable Boundaries. The flattened memory in bi-
nary code should be separated into disjoint variables to en-
able static analysis. However, existing lifters only map a
portion of stack references to variable entities due to the
incompleteness of debug information. For example, the stack
reference at Line 11 in Figure 2b is mapped to the sc variable,
but [rsp+24] at Line 17 does not have any mappings.
Intuition. Our intuition is that the live range [32] of iden-
tified variables allows us to connect binary-level memory
references to source-level variables. For example, with com-
plete scope information of sc, we can tell that [rsp+24] at
Line 17 actually is a field of the sc variable.
Therefore, our first algorithm infers a scope for each lo-

cal variable and uses such information to recover precise
variable information. More specifically, it extracts a set of
constraints by exploiting several scope invariants (e.g., over-
lap variables have disjoint scopes) and data-dependences
between memory references through static analysis, which,
when taken together with the debug information, allows us
to solve them uniformly to obtain the final scope of each
variable. For example, our algorithm collects two data-flow
facts for sc referred at Line 11 in Figure 2b. First, the accessed
value is defined by Line 7 by moving rax to [rsp+24]. Sec-
ond, Line 22 loads the same value from [rsp+24] since there
is no redefinition in the path between these two lines. They
indicate that [rsp+24] at these three lines actually refer
to the same value and thus belong to the same local vari-
able. Then, Plankton combines the obtained facts with a

scope invariant that the variable scope should be continuous
and draws a scope for [rsp+24] (sc) according to the CFG,
which covers sc variable at Line 11. Moreover, the byte size
of sc ([rsp+16]) in the binary code is 40, which means that
the [rsp+24] must be the field of sc instead of an indepen-
dent variable since 24− 16 < 40 and different variables must
not overlap. Therefore, the scope of sc can be extended to
Line 7 - Line 22 after the above analysis.

2.3.2 Type Information. All values inside the lifted IR
should be assigned with correct types to facilitate static anal-
ysis. However, existing lifters still could leave a large number
of values with improper types because debug information
only maps a small portion of values to their correct types. For
example, r15 is marked as Cmd* type at Line 6 in Figure 2b,
but rax at Line 7 is untyped.
Intuition. Our intuition is that all operations in a strongly-
typed language obey strict typing rules [58], meaning that
values with improper types must be explicitly converted
to satisfy those rules. Therefore, if we can eliminate such
type conversions while keeping the validity of the LLVM IR,
then all operations can be assigned with proper types, which
further indicates that the usage of type conversions reflects
the degree of type correctness because the code with more
correctly typed values needs fewer conversions.
Based on this intuition, our second algorithm leverages

semantic-preserving code transformations to consistently
eliminate type conversions and assign correct value types.
For example, Figure 3a shows the vanilla LLVM IR directly
translated from the assembly instructions at Line 6 and Line 7
in Figure 2b. Our algorithm first leverages code optimiza-
tions to remove redundant operations in Figure 3a and make
dependences between values more explicit (Figure 3b). Then,
it transforms the inttoptr and bitcast instructions into a
getelementptr and modifies the type of the load instruc-
tion (Figure 3c). The loaded value is then translated to the
original type by inserting a ptrtoint to keep the validity of
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code. After this step, we not only assign the correct type to
the load instruction but also “propagate” type hints forward
to the next instruction. Further applying transformations
gives Figure 3d, which has no type conversions.

Figure 2c shows the translation result of Plankton, which
is very similar to the one compiled from the source code.

3 Stack Disambiguation
In this section, we will introduce how Plankton tackles the
most challenging part of recovering source-level variables
in the lifted code, i.e., separating the stack memory into
disjoint blocks. For global memory, Plankton adopts similar
algorithms with existing methods [30], details are omitted.

Plankton first obtains an initial result by analyzing oper-
ations involving the stack pointer (e.g., rsp in X86_64) and
transforms them into references to stack slots [1, 11, 15, 29,
49]. At the same time, the debug information is encoded by
annotating some stack slots with types and names.

Example 3.1. In Figure 2b, stack operations at Line 11 and
Line 17 are transformed into references to stack slots (LLVM
alloca) but only Line 11 is further mapped to the sc variable.

Then, it infers a live range [32] (scope) for each identified
variable with Algorithm 1. It infers a must (§ 3.1) and a
may (§ 3.2) scope for interference stack slots (Line 2), which
could be variables with non-overlapping scopes or belong to
the same variable or its fields. We now define interference:

Definition 3.1. Two stack slots x1 and x2 interfere (overlap)
if they have the same stack memory offset or one slot occupies
the middle of the other.

Example 3.2. [rsp+16] at Line 11 and [rsp+24] at Line 17
in Figure 2b are a pair of stack slots with interference because
[rsp+16] is mapped to a variable with size 40 (sc) and is
larger than their distance inside the memory.

3.1 Must Scope Inference
The must scope is a precise but under-approximated live
range for a specific stack slot v (Line 4 - Line 18). The set
φmust represents the must scope for v , which is essentially
a set of instructions where v is visible. Initially, φmust only
contains all direct use sites of v since a variable must be
visible where it is used (Line 4).

The algorithm first collects the set of program points (σu )
wherev must be visible with data-flow analysis that concerns
how values are defined and used (Line 6). More specifically, if
a value is stored into v , we add all instructions that load the
stored value in v to σu . Similarly, if a value is loaded from v ,
we find all instructions that store the loaded value to v and
mark them as must live sites of v . Moreover, we also track
values loaded and stored through registers by performing
a lightweight intra-procedural pointer analysis to find alias
relations between stack slots and registers.

Algorithm 1: Scope Inference
Input: Function F after recovering stack slots
Output :Updated Function F with mapped variables

1 Function StackDisambiguation(F):
2 S ← stack slots that have overlapping memory
3 foreach v in S do ▷ collect scope constraints
4 φmust ← get all direct use sites of v ▷ must scope
5 foreach u in φmust do ▷ collect data-flow facts
6 σu ← data-flow facts regarding u
7 φmust ← φmust ∪ σu

8 φw ← φmust ▷ worklist for applying invariants
9 while φw , ∅ do
10 u ← φw .popBack()
11 φ ′w ← applyInvs(u, φmust ) ▷ apply invariants
12 φmust ← φmust ∪ φ

′
w

13 φw ← φw ∪ φ
′
w /φmust

14 foreach v in S do ▷ merge stack slots that belong to the
same variable

15 Sv ← stack slots overlap with v
16 foreach v ′ in Sv do
17 if φmust (v) ∩ φmust (v

′) , ∅ then ▷ both live
18 Collapse(v , v ′)

19 Qf ← reverse post order of F ▷ calculate may scope
20 Qb ← post order of F
21 foreach I in F do
22 USE[I ],KILL[I ],OVER[I ] ← init(φmust ) ▷ init sets

23 while changes to any OUT or IN occur do ▷ backward
24 foreach instruction I in Qf do
25 OUT [I ] ←

⋃
S ∈succ[I ](IN [S]) −OVER[I ]

26 IN [I ] ← USE[I ] ∪ (OUT [I ] − KILL[I ])

27 while changes to any OUT or IN occur do ▷ forward
28 foreach instruction I in Qb do
29 IN [I ] ←

⋃
P ∈pred [I ](OUT [P]) −OVER[I ]

30 OUT [I ] ← USE[I ] ∪ (IN [I ] − KILL[I ])

Example 3.3. The instruction at Line 3 in Figure 2b stores
the address of [rsp+32] to r14; therefore, reading memory
pointed to by r14 is equivalent to reading from [rsp+32]
before r14 is assigned with another value, and the corre-
sponding instructions will be added to σu .

However, program points collected by the above data-flow
analysis could spread across the whole function and the
result (φmust ∪ σu ) may not form a well-defined continuous
variable scope. Therefore, Plankton further leverages a set
of scope invariants to refine and expand the result obtained
from data-flow facts (Line 10 - Line 13). The intuition is that
in a high-level language, the scope of local variables should
respect certain control-flow structures [56], which applies
to the compiled binary code. For example, C/C++ programs
usually have a naturally scoped structure, where the lifetime
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Figure 4. An illustration of scope invariants.

of data is bounded by curly brackets. The basic principle of
variable scope is that each scope has to be continuous, and
two different scopes are either the same, nested, or disjoint.
More formally:

Invariant 3.1. Let variables x1 and x2 have scopes σ1 and σ2.
Then, both σ1 and σ2 are continuous, and either σ1 and σ2 are
the same, disjoint or nested, but not overlapping:
(σ1 = σ2) ∨ (σ1 ∩ σ2 = ∅) ∨ ((σ1 ⊂ σ2) ∨ (σ2 ⊂ σ1))

The implication of Invariant 3.1 is that given some pro-
gram points that a variable must live, we can infer its com-
plete live range using additional structure analysis, resulting
in several derived invariants.

We use Figure 4 to show how scope invariants are used to
infer variable scopes. Two different kinds of lines represent
the first and the last use site of a stack slot, which are also
identified as must live program points by the previous data-
flow analysis. Since the scope for each variable is continuous,
the following invariant holds for variables:

Invariant 3.2. If a variable x is visible at two reachable pro-
gram points pi and pj , then it is also visible at all program
points between pi and pj , denoted as

〈
pi ,pi+1, ...,pj

〉
.

Example 3.4. By applying Invariant 3.2 to Figure 4a, we can
obtain Figure 4b, which includes all program points between
the start and end use sites into the scope of the stack slot.

In a CFG, each basic block can be viewed as an independent
scope bounded by curly brackets. Therefore, if a variable
scope contains more than one basic block, then the scope
should fully cover each block. Otherwise, the variable scope
will overlap with the scope of individual basic blocks. Some
compilers further optimize the use of stack slots by taking
their first uses as the lifetime start [19]. However, it is hard
to determine the end of lifetime statically, so compilers still
use the end of declaration scope as the end of stack slots’
lifetime [50]. Therefore, we have the following invariant:

Invariant 3.3. If a variable x is visible at more than one basic
block, its scope fully covers all blocks except the starting one.

Example 3.5. In Figure 4b, the variable scope partially cov-
ers B0 and B2. Therefore, it can be extended to Figure 4c by
including the whole B2 in the scope.

The start and end program points of the variable scope
should have dominance relations:

Invariant 3.4. The end/start program points of the scope
should (post-) dominate the start/end program points.

, which can further derive the following invariant:

Invariant 3.5. If a variable x is visible at some program
points inside block B and one of B’s successors (predecessors)
B′. Then x must live at B’s other successors (predecessors) that
are unreachable from B′.

Example 3.6. In Figure 4c, the end of the scope in B2 does
not post-dominate the start in B0. Therefore, B1 should also
be included in the scope, which gives us Figure 4d.

Additionally, all aggregate typed variables should respect
the following invariant:

Invariant 3.6. A variable x is visible at all program points
where any of x ’s fields are visible.

A worklist-based algorithm iteratively applies the above
invariants to all live sites ofv (Line 11). Initially, the worklist
φw only contains all use sites obtained from data-flow facts
φmust . In each iteration, function applyInvs analyzes one
instruction u against all the other live sites of v using in-
variants 3.1 - 3.6, and the returned set φ ′w contains extended
live sites of v (Line 11). Newly discovered live sites (φ ′w ) are
added to the worklist and φmust (Line 12 and Line 13). The al-
gorithm continues until φw becomes empty. φmust contains
all must live sites of v .
The obtained must live scopes for stack slots are further

used as scope constraints to reason about relations between
stack slots and top-level variables. For each stack slot v ,
stack slots that overlap with it are identified as Sv (Line 15).
If a program point exists where v and one of its overlapping
counterpartv ′ both live,v andv ′ are collapsed using a union-
find data structure (Line 18) since they must belong to the
same variable. All collapsed slots are extended to share the
samemust scope and are made to belong to the same variable
when updating the function.

3.2 May Scope Inference
Since the must scope is an under-approximation, it might
miss some instructions where the variable is visible. More-
over, such incomplete scope information might break data-
dependence relations between memory references and hurt
the soundness of static analysis.
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Figure 5. May scope inference.

Example 3.7. Consider the stack slot accessed ([rsp+64])
at Line 15 in Figure 2b, which is identified as the variable
log. The must scope of log only contains a single instruc-
tion at Line 15 because it does not have data-dependences
with others, which results in missing the field access at
Line 14 ([rsp+68]).

Therefore, in order to produce a sound data-flow recovery
result, Plankton further calculates a may scope for stack
slots in S (Line 19 - Line 30).
The may scope is calculated by an augmented liveness

analysis that considers possible stack slot overlapping during
forward and backward data-flow analysis. Traditional live-
ness analysis [69] only performs backward analysis, which
propagates the use site information to previous instructions.
However, there may not be explicit uses after live sites of a
stack slot. For example, the field access at Line 14 in Figure 2b
could be placed before or after Line 15.
Five sets are maintained for each instruction: OUT , IN ,

USE, KILL, and OVER. Initially, OUT and IN are empty.
USE contains stack slots that must live at current instruc-
tion, which comes from the result of previous must scope
inference (Line 22). The OVER and KILL sets are used to
minimize possible precision loss (merging unrelated stack
slots) introduced by the may analysis. The idea here is to
leverage stack slots that have contradicted visibility to filter
out inaccurate may scope results, which is defined below:

Definition 3.2. (Visibility Contradiction). Stack slots x1 and
x2 have visibility contradiction if they interfere in the memory
and are independent variables in the debug information.

In other words, two variables with disjoint scopes in the
source code could occupy the same memory location and
cannot be visible simultaneously in the binary code.
The KILL set of one instruction contains stack slots that

must not be visible given the ones inUSE. The OVER set is
used at some merge points in the control-flow graph. When
multiple sets are merged into a single one, we check if there
exist stack slots that cannot be visible at the same time. If so,
we will abandon both of them.

Example 3.8. Stack slots corresponding to log and msg
in Figure 2b must not be visible together because they are

independent variables and occupy the samememory location
[rsp+64]. Therefore, the KILL set at Line 15 in Figure 2b
contains msg, which prevents the may scope of msg from
including log’s scope. Similarly, the OVER set after Line 23
contains both log and msg, which rules out the false scope
starting from Line 23 for both variables.

Similar to traditional data-flow analysis, we define transfer
functions for backward and forward data-flow propagation
as illustrated in Line 25 to Line 26 and Line 29 to Line 30,
respectively. In Algorithm 1, two worklist-based processes
iteratively apply transfer functions on instructions along the
control-flows. The algorithm keeps updating these sets until
it sees the fixed point (Line 19 - Line 30). The IN set of each
instruction is taken as the set of may live slots.

Example 3.9. In Figure 2b, after the must scope inference,
the stack slot [rsp+64] represents the log at Line 15 while
referring to the msg at Line 21. The stack slot [rsp+68] at
Line 14 does not map to any variables. Figure 5 illustrates the
may scope inference process for log and msg. Two different
kinds of lines represent their must live sites after the must
scope inference. The colored areas represent the extended
live ranges obtained by the may scope inference. Initially,
the USE sets of Line 15 and Line 21 contain log and msg,
respectively (Figure 5a). Figure 5b shows that the forward
analysis only propagates the USE sets to program points
after the must live sites. The propagation stops at the be-
ginning of B3 since the two variables overlap and cannot be
visible simultaneously in B3. Therefore, their may scopes are
extended to program points before B3 and after must live
sites. Similarly, Figure 5c shows that the backward analysis
extends their may scopes before must live sites and after B0.
After the backword and forward analysis, only B1 and B2 are
marked as the may scopes for log and msg, respectively.

3.2.1 Applying Scopes. Finally, Plankton transforms the
function according to inferred scopes. The must scope is first
used for reconstructing the mapping by finding if specific ref-
erences belong to any scopes of source-level variables. Then,
Plankton further leverages the may scope information to
obtain a sound translation result bymerging unmapped stack
slots to the mapped ones. Since the may scope is an over-
approximation, we could wrongly merge independent stack
slots into one variable entity. We found that the may scope
can benefit static analysis according to the evaluation in
§ 5.4.2, meaning that although the may analysis cannot en-
tirely avoid precision loss, it brings more true positive results
than false positives. It is because a precise static analysis is
able to eliminate the effect of fake dependences by combining
different levels of sensitivity [71].

4 Type Enforcement
In this section, we introduce the type enforcement algorithm.
The initial LLVM IR is first annotated with various type
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Promotion Rules

v = ptrtoint τ ∗ vp to isz
(isAgg(τ ) ∧ (vk = v ∨ vj = v)) ⇒ Jvi = add isz vj, vk Kn

v ′ = getelementptr τ ∗ vp, i32 Jvidx Km
v = ptrtoint typeOf(v ′) v ′ to isz

(multiAdd)

Demotion Rules

∃k, vk = inttoptr isz vp to τ ∗; v = phi τ ∗ J[vi, bi]Kn
Jv ′i = typeConv(vi , isz)Kn
vt = phi isz J[v ′i, bi]Kn
v = inttoptr isz vt to τ ∗

(intPhi)

Figure 6. Example promotion and demotion rules.

information obtained from the debug information including
variables, function parameters, etc.

Then, Plankton iteratively applies both LLVM native op-
timizations (e.g., InstCombine) and a set of custom peephole
transformation rules to the initial IR. We instantiate a type
lattice to organize all LLVM types. The top (⊤) of the lat-
tice is the least precise type, representing the any type. The
bottom (⊥) of the type lattice is the most precise type. For
example, all values in the assembly code initially have the
integer type, which is the most imprecise one, and a more
precise one could be a pointer type. In the initial program,
apart from values without type annotation whose types are
under-precise, some value types can also be over-precise.
For example, inlined functions could be optimized to use the
pointee value directly, however, the debug informationmight
still mark the variable as the original pointer type, which
makes the variable’s type “more precise” than its actual type.

4.1 Transformation Rules
To tackle the above problems, we propose two kinds of trans-
formations to minimize type conversions: promotion and
demotion. Promotion moves down the type lattice, finding
increasingly precise types for values, while demotion moves
up the type lattice to find decreasingly less precise types.
They also have an inverse correlation in that one can always
undo the effect of the other. Apart from assigning correct
types to values, those rules also propagate type hints forward
through the control- and data-flows because type conver-
sions are passed on to all use sites of the values.

Figure 6 shows two example transformation rules 1. Each
rule has two parts and are split by a single line, where the
upper part represents the code pattern we are trying to catch,
and the lower part is the semantically equivalent transfor-
mation result. The bold font represents LLVM instructions.
typeof(v) returns the type of value v . typeConv(v , τ ) in-
serts type conversions to convert v to type τ . replaceUse(v1,
v2) will replace all uses of v1 in the LLVM module with

1Due to page limitation, a formal description of the syntax and more rules
can be found in the supplement material

v2. isAgg(τ ) returns true if τ is an aggregate type. typeOf-
Pointee(v) returns the pointee type of the pointer valuev . No-
tation JopiKn means repeatopi forn times likeop0,op1, ...,opn .
We also define a partial order for each pair of types, denoted
as τ1 > τ2, which means τ1 is more precise than τ2 on the
type lattice.

multiAdd is a general transformation rule for convert-
ing pointer arithmetic with incorrect types into the correct
ones [58]. Given a ptrtoint instruction and a sequence of
add instructions, Plankton transforms them into a getele-
mentptr instruction by finding proper indices into sub-
elements of aggregate types. Operands used in each add
instruction could be either immediate value or variable. The
immediate offset can index types with variable-length sub-
elements (e.g., structure), while variable offset can only be
used in types with fixed-length sub-elements (e.g., array).
The demotion rules are just a set of “inverse” rules for the
promotion. intPhi demotes the pointer type used in the phi
instruction to the integer type by adding type conversions.

4.2 Fixed point Algorithm
As illustrated in Figure 7a, Plankton applies both LLVM
native optimizations and peephole transformation rules to
the IR. Statei represents the number of type conversions.
Promotion and demotion are performed back-and-forth, and
reach their only fixed points (the number of conversions
does not change) in each iteration. The algorithm also finds
a global fixed point between promotion and demotion. Since
LLVM native optimizations are not guaranteed to reach a
fixed point, our algorithm only iterates between optimiza-
tions and peephole transformations for a fixed number of
times (3 in our implementation to balance the effectiveness
and efficiency).
Termination of the algorithm. Both promotion and de-
motion are guaranteed to terminate at Statei because any
of them alone is monotonic according to the type lattice,
and the number of type conversions bounds the search. All
state transitions are organized into a graph, and Plankton
decides whether a global fixed point is reached by detect-
ing cycles on-the-fly. The fixed point could contain multiple
states because conflict types might exist for the same value.
A typical example is the usage of union type inside the code,
which can be cast to different types according to the con-
text. As shown in Figure 7a, the global fixed point can have
2 (Statep equals to Staten), 4, or 2n states. Plankton will
choose the state with the fewest type conversions as the
final state. Therefore, the global fixed point could be dy-
namic and guaranteed to be reached since the number of
type conversions is bounded.

Example 4.1. Figure 7b shows the LLVM IR after promo-
tion. Since it still contains a ptrtoint, Plankton performs
another round of demotion, resulting the IR in Figure 7c. It
can be seen that the states of Figure 7b and Figure 7c form a
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LLVM Native
Optimizations

(a) Overview

1 B0:

2 %5 = getelementptr i64* %4, 1

3 B1:

4 %20 = getelementptr i64* %15, 2

5 B2:

6 %60 = phi i64* [%5, %B0], [%20,

%B1]

7 %61 = ptrtoint i64* %60 to i64

8 sub i64 %61, i64 %54
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(b) LLVM IR After promotion.

B0:

%5 = getelementptr i64* %4, 1

%7 = ptrtoint i64* %5 to i64

B1:

%20 = getelementptr i64* %15, 2

%21 = ptrtoint i65* %20 to i64

B2:

%60 = phi i64 [%7, %b_0], [%21,

%b_2]

sub i64 %60, i64 %54

(c) LLVM IR after demotion.

Figure 7. An illustration of back-and-forth transformations. Some instructions are omitted for simplicity.

cycle in the graph. Therefore, Plankton identifies them as
a global fixed point that involves 2 states and takes Figure 7b
as the final result since it contains fewer conversions.

5 Evaluation
In this section, we aim to systematically evaluate the ef-
fectiveness (§ 5.1) and efficiency (§ 5.3) of Plankton on
large-scale benchmarks. Additionally, we conduct ablation
studies to illustrate the importance of Plankton’s key com-
ponents (§ 5.4).

Environment. All experiments are performed on an Intel
Xeon(R) computer with an E5-1620 v3 CPU and 500GB of
memory running Ubuntu 16.04 LTS.

Static Analysis. We adopt two state-of-the-art LLVM-
based static analysis tools Pinpoint [83] and SVF [84] in the
evaluation. They perform sparse value-flow analysis to check
the source-sink properties of the program. We use them to
detect five common CWE bugs: null pointer deference (NPD),
use-after-free (UAF), double-free, file descriptor leak, and
memory leak. In our evaluation, all static analysis timeout is
set to 24 hours with a memory limit of 500GB.

Metrics. Since our goal is not to evaluate the ability of
static analysis tools, we do not directly measure the precision
and recall of analysis results. Instead, we take analysis results
on the compiled IR as the ground truth and compare them
with that on the lifted IR. Two reports are considered the
same if they share the same source and sink locations. True
positives (TPs) denotes vulnerabilities detected in both the
compiled IR and the lifted IR. False positives (FPs) are bugs
that are only discovered in the lifted IR. False negative (FN)
represents defects that are only found in the compiled IR.

Benchmarks. As shown in Table 1, we adopt both stan-
dard benchmarks and real-world programs in the evaluation.
The standard benchmarks include Juliet Test Suite [87]. In
terms of real-world programs, we choose 17 open-source
C/C++ projects such as PHP. In total, we use 18 projects in
the evaluation. We use wllvm [20] (a wrapper for Clang) to
produce LLVM IRs required by static analysis tools. We build
all binaries with two mainstream system compilers Clang

and GCC using project default configurations. Among the
adopted 18 projects, 14 of them by default are built with de-
bug information, the remaining 4 programs provide options
to enable debug build. Additionally, all binaries by default
are built with different levels of compiler optimizations deter-
mined by project default configurations, including -O0, -O3,
-Ofast, etc. In total, we have 48 binaries in the evaluation.

5.1 Comparison with Existing Lifters
In this section, we compare Plankton with five existing bi-
nary lifters:RetDec [11],Reopt [8],McSema [5], revng [42],
and mctoll [9]. Table 1 shows the bug detection results us-
ing SVF and Pinpoint on LLVM IRs produced by wllvm,
Plankton and compared binary lifters. Since Pinpoint re-
quires the LLVM IR to be 3.6.2 version, which is not sup-
ported by the compared lifters, we only adopt SVF in the
baseline comparison. Only McSema and Plankton success-
fully lift all binaries (McSema leverages IDA Pro as its front-
end). RetDec, Reopt, and revng fail to process 1, 3, and 20
binaries respectively. mctoll fails on all binaries because of
multiple internal crashes and difficulties in handling external
functions [7, 10].
For Pinpoint, Plankton achieves a false positive rate

of 20.7% and a false negative rate of 20.9%. For SVF, the
false positive and negative rates achieved by Plankton are
13.7% and 22.1%. Compared with RetDec, McSema, Reopt,
and revng, Plankton reduces the false positive/negative
rates of SVF by 48.6%/38.5%, 86.3%/77.9%, 86.3%/77.9%,
and 86.3%/77.9% respectively.
RetDec [11] directly applies debug information without

further refinement. Besides, it does not reconstruct com-
plex aggregate types from the debug information. Therefore,
SVF can only detect bugs that involve simple data-flows in
IRs produced by RetDec. The above limitations explain its
poor performance compared with Plankton. Reopt does
not output any meaningful static analysis results. The main
reason is that Reopt only uses the function boundary in
the debug information to assist binary lifting and overlooks
others, making the results quite inaccurate. Both McSema
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Table 1. Bug detection results for IR produced by wllvm and lifted from Clang compiled binaries by different binary lifters,
all results are organized binary-wise. ▼ means the static analysis runs out of memory. ▲ means lifting failure. Only SVF is
used for compared lifters since they cannot produce the 3.6.2 version LLVM IR Pinpoint requires. Only the client sides of
MySQL and MariaDB are invoked since both SVF and Pinpoint timeout on their server sides.

Program
wllvm Plankton RetDec McSema Reopt revng mctoll

Pinpoint SVF Pinpoint SVF SVF SVF SVF SVF SVF
#Report #Report #FP #FN #TP #FP #FN #TP #FP #FN #TP #FP #FN #TP #FP #FN #TP #FP #FN #TP -

cwe401-1 321 764 83 8 313 55 117 647 192 131 633 0 764 0 0 764 0

▲

▲

cwe401-2 387 0 77 32 355 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
cwe401-3 193 450 53 6 187 36 78 372 120 84 366 0 450 0 0 450 0
cwe415-1 446 361 28 120 326 15 191 170 126 132 229 0 361 0 0 361 0
cwe415-2 302 0 32 84 218 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
cwe416 884 236 60 1 883 0 0 236 49 35 201 0 236 0 0 236 0
cwe476 280 51 7 150 130 0 0 51 2 4 47 0 51 0 0 51 0
bash 3 31 0 2 1 21 8 23 135 11 20 0 31 0 0 31 0

darknet 21 666 16 6 15 66 57 609 128 163 503 0 666 0 0 666 0 5 666 0
ffmpeg 196 ▼ 204 55 141 ▼ ▼ ▼

▲
▲

git 68 612 24 21 47 136 82 530 879 338 274 0 612 0
libcrypto.so 114 647 19 42 72 186 25 622 1009 418 229 0 647 0 0 647 0
libicuuc.so 97 257 63 34 63 35 72 185 179 222 35 0 257 0 0 257 0
libuv.so 0 7 2 0 0 0 0 7 1 6 1 0 7 0 0 7 0 5 7 0
mariadb 39 86 2 7 32 13 11 75 105 66 20 0 86 0 0 86 0

▲
mysql 64 111 4 39 25 17 15 96 0 111 0 0 111 0 0 111 0
php 189 2160 101 66 123 156 781 1379 ▲ 0 2160 0 ▲

python 31 719 18 12 19 125 145 574 171 717 2 0 719 0 0 719 0
redis-server 871 911 93 238 633 102 331 580 71 881 30 0 911 0 0 911 0
ss-local 1 22 10 0 1 2 6 16 16 16 6 0 22 0 0 22 0 5 22 0
tmux 49 292 15 2 47 26 48 244 153 256 36 0 292 0 0 292 0 5 292 0
vim 103 536 8 40 63 118 76 460 1335 301 235 ▼ 0 536 0

▲wget 42 53 16 4 38 29 5 48 66 42 11 0 53 0 0 53 0
wrk 56 516 49 28 28 35 53 463 33 511 5 ▼ 0 516 0
Total 4757 9488 984 997 3760 1173 2101 7387 4770 4445 2883 0 8436 0 0 6716 0 20 987 0 0
Rate - .207 .209 .790 .137 .221 .779 .623 .607 .393 1.0 1.0 .000 1.0 1.0 .000 1.0 1.0 .000 -

and revng produce emulation-style LLVM IRs, which lack
too much high-level information and are incompatible with
source-level static analysis tools like SVF [63]. Therefore,
they do not produce any true positives.

5.1.1 False Cases Analysis. We manually inspect both
false positives and negatives in the bug reports and sum-
marize several common reasons. The first one, which is
also the prominent problem, is that although static anal-
ysis tools are designed to be “deterministic”, which means
they are expected to produce the same results for the same
LLVM IR, they still cannot guarantee consistent outputs
for two semantically equivalent but syntactically different
IRs [77] (e.g., differently optimized IRs) because of the un-
soundness of actual implementations. Our experiments in
§ 5.4.2 also support this claim. Second, optimizations adopted
by Plankton could merge or delete call sites, causing differ-
ent source-sink locations. For example, we found that all false
negatives in CWE415 are caused by optimized away memory
allocations and deallocations. Third, despite effort spent im-
plementing Plankton, some reverse engineering problems
still exist that are not appropriately handled. For example,
Plankton currently cannot accurately parse virtual tables
in C++ classes, causing false cases in C++ code.

The public availability of SVF allows us to dig deeper into
the root cause. We found most false cases are caused by
an assumption made by SVF: the IR is unoptimized, which

does not hold in IR produced by Plankton. Optimizations
could transform typed pointer arithmetic (getelementptr)
to arithmetic with void pointer and pointer cast (bitcast),
which means getelementptr does not preserve structure or
array information anymore. Although such transformations
are valid for code generation, they are currently not handled
by SVF’s analysis rules, causing different pointer analysis
and bug detection results. For example, SVF fails to resolve
dozens of memory allocation function pointers in optimized
code produced by Plankton, which accounts for almost
all false negatives. Another major problem is the handling
of path conditions. SVF collects path conditions during the
source-sink analysis and queries a solver for satisfiability.
However, we found that different path conditions collected
from syntactically different IRs could cause the solver to
produce contrary satisfiability results.

5.2 Generalization to Other Compilers
We also compare the results of checking IRs lifted from
GCC compiled binaries and compiled IRs 2. For Pinpoint,
Plankton achieves a false positive rate of 23.8% and a false
negative rate of 25.7%. For SVF, the false positive and nega-
tive rates achieved by Plankton are 24.9% and 25.8%. The
results are a little bit worse than that of Clang compiled

2Due to page limitation, detailed data can be found in the supplement
material
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Figure 8. Linear fit lines on the runtime data. The x-axis
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Figure 9. Average execution time breakdown of Plankton.
Both the data in seconds and the percentage are shown.

binaries. We found that the main reason for the worse per-
formance is inherent differences between compilers, such
as inline decisions and optimizations, which could amplify
the effect of the unsound static analysis implementations (as
shown in § 5.1.1). For example, we found that the GCC com-
piled python does not merge return instructions like Clang;
by adding an extra transformation that unifies returns, we
eliminated 216 false positives. Most false negatives in redis
are caused by different inline functions. By disabling inlining
during compilation, its false negative rate drops from 75.4%
to 15%. Therefore, we use Clang in the baseline compari-
son to eliminate the influence of compiler differences and
better demonstrate the accuracy of our method. The results
also indicate that Pinpoint is less influenced by syntactic
differences compared with SVF, with only a 3.9% false rate
increase on average compared with 7.4%.

5.3 Scalability
We adopt the curve fitting approach [81] to study the ob-
served time- and memory-complexity of Plankton. Figure 8
shows the fitting curves and their coefficients of determi-
nation R2. R2 ∈ [0, 1] is a statistical measure of how close
the data are to the fitting curve. The closer R2 is to 1, the
better the fitting curve is. It shows that Plankton’s time
and memory cost grows almost linearly in practice (R2 >
0.99), thus scaling up quite gracefully. For example, the code
size of FFmpeg is 6.1× bigger than that of git. Therefore,
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Figure 10. Comparison of instruction count and number of
type conversions. All results are normalized against wllvm.
Three columns of data that are too large to show are marked
with their actual number.

Plankton takes 6.1× more time and consumes 6.4× more
memory. For projects with a code size of less than 2MB, the
lifting time is less than 2 minutes, and memory consumption
is less than 3GB. For the biggest project FFmpeg, Plankton
spends 16.5 minutes and consumes 30.9GB of memory. On
average, Plankton spends 103 seconds on one binary with
3GB memory consumed, showing good scalability.
Figure 9 presents the time cost breakdown of Plankton.

The majority of its time is spent on LLVM native optimiza-
tions (50.63%). Plankton applies all O3-level optimizations
supported by LLVM to the IR in serial, but this process can
be easily parallelized since they are only performed intra-
procedurally. Both stack disambiguation and our custom
peephole transformations are very efficient, counting for
only 14.58% of all the lifting time. Other lifting stages, such
as control-flow recovery and function prototype recovery,
account for 34.8% of the time, which on average takes 36.03s.

We also compare the memory consumption of Plankton
with that of RetDec. We omit the comparison with other
lifters because they either fail on too many binaries (e.g.,
mctoll) or depend on results of other tools (e.g., McSema
uses IDA Pro during its lifting process). For projects that
can be handled by RetDec, Plankton reduces about 11%
memory consumption, showing that the two new algorithms
do not cause additional memory overhead.

5.4 Ablation Study
In this section, we conduct ablation studies to understand the
importance of key components in Plankton. Specifically,
we consider the following four ablations:
• NoDebug performs binary lifting without using the
debug information.
• NoStack does not do stack disambiguation.
• NoOpt does not perform LLVM native optimizations
during the type enforcement.
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Figure 11. Venn diagrams of the number of bugs detected by Pinpoint and SVF on OptWllvm, Plankton and its ablations.
All results are compared with the default compiled IR (wllvm).

• NoPeep does not use peephole transformation rules
during the type enforcement.

We also include IRs obtained by re-optimizing IRs pro-
duced by wllvm using the LLVM offline re-optimizer [58],
denoted as OptWllvm.

5.4.1 IR Quality. We first measure the quality of lifted
IRs by two metrics defined by existing work [80]: the size of
the IR code and the number of type conversions. Figure 10
presents the results on all benchmarks that are normalized
against wllvm.
NoOpt produces the largest IR code without further code

optimization (on average 10.5× bigger than others). All abla-
tions and OptWllvm generate smaller IRs compared with
wllvm, indicating the effectiveness of code optimizations in
reducing code size. Smaller code could also accelerate static
analysis. According to our evaluation, analyzing Plankton’
IR runs 1.3× faster than analyzing wllvm’s IR.

Plankton produces fewer type conversions between inte-
gers and pointers (ptrtoint and inttoptr) than all other ab-
lations. On average, Plankton reduces 90.9%, 55.1%, 95.6%,
and 19.2% conversions compared with NoDebug, NoOpt,
NoPeep, and NoStack respectively. Without debug infor-
mation, data-flows and type information cannot be soundly
recovered, severely restricting the type correctness level.
The results of NoPeep and NoOpt illustrate the importance
of combining both LLVM native optimizations and custom
transformation rules, bringing IRs with higher quality than

either. We also found that compared with only applying pro-
motion rules, combining promotion and demotion produces
31.4% fewer type conversions in the lifted IR. On average,
Plankton produces 75.6% fewer bitcast instructions than
NoStack. Such results indicate the effectiveness of the stack
disambiguation algorithm in avoiding overlapping stack slot
usage, which will otherwise result in heavy use of casting be-
tween different variables. Plankton produces more casting
instructions between pointers (bitcast) than NoDebug and
NoPeep. It is because both of them heavily use ptrtoint and
inttoptr to implement pointer arithmetic, preventing them
from casting values to correct types. They even have fewer
bitcast instructions than wllvm and OptWllvm. On aver-
age, only 81% of stack references are mapped to source-level
variables by the debug information. However, this percent-
age can be as low as 35% in some projects (e.g., Python)
due to compiler optimizations, and the stack disambiguation
algorithm can compensate for the remaining ones.
The compiler-generated IR is also not free of type con-

versions, wllvm produces 29,398 ptrtoint instructions and
3,951 inttoptr instructions in all IRs. Plankton has fewer
ptrtoint and bitcast instructions comparedwithwllvm, but
has more inttoptr instructions, it is because some assembly
instructions and external library functions are not currently
handled by Plankton, making it unable to transform the IR
properly. For example, tmux project depends on libevent
APIs, but debug information of dynamically linked libraries
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is not present in the compiled binary. Similar issues also exist
in php, which links libxml dynamically. This problem could
be easily fixed by analyzing debug information of external
libraries during binary lifting, and we leave it as future work.

5.4.2 Static Analysis Precision. Figure 11 shows the bug
detection results of Plankton, OptWllvm, and all ablations.
Plankton outperforms all ablations with more true posi-
tives (on average 208% more), lower false positive rates (on
average 34.6% lower), and lower false negative rates (on av-
erage 42.8% lower). NoDebug has the worst performance
compared with all the other ablations. Without debug infor-
mation, NoDebug cannot accurately recover control- and
data-flows. Moreover, the incompleteness of the debug in-
formation is also not appropriately handled, making it hard
for static analyzers to find buggy paths. Without a higher
level of type correctness, both NoOpt and NoPeep hinder
static analysis capabilities. Therefore, even with high-quality
control- and data-flow recovery, NoOpt and NoPeep still
perform worse than Plankton.
NoStack performs better than other ablations but still

worse than Plankton since variable information is still not
fully recovered. Specifically, there are 3,983,477 stack refer-
ences in all binaries, and 20,9172 of them benefit from the
stack disambiguation algorithm. Only 81% of stack references
are mapped to source-level variables by the debug informa-
tion on average. However, this percentage can be as low as
35% in some projects (e.g., Python) due to compilation.

We also measure the influence of the may scope inference
on the overall results by disabling it in the stack disambigua-
tion algorithm.Without the may scope, static analysis results
on SVF generates 11% more false positives, 1.2% more false
negatives, and 10.9% fewer true positives, indicating that it
has more positive effects on the lifting than negative ones.
Similarly, for Pinpoint, disabling the may scope results in
3% and 1% more false positives and negatives, respectively,
and 3.1% fewer true positives. The influence is subtle be-
cause only a small portion of stack slots needs may scope
information, accounting for only 9.3% of all mapped ones.
Both wllvm and OptWllvm use IRs compiled from the

source code to check for bugs. The only difference is that
OptWllvm additionally re-optimizes all IRs using O3-level
optimizations. Plankton and OptWllvm produce similar
number of true positives (11147 vs. 11158). The overall false
positive rate of OptWllvm is even slightly higher than that
of Plankton (20% vs. 16.2%), while they have comparable
false negative rates (21.6% vs. 21.7%). The above result indi-
cates that static analyzers could still produce diverse results
on semantically equivalent but syntactically different IRs.
Therefore, the difference between Plankton and wllvm is
reasonable and inevitable, showing that Plankton is effec-
tive enough for real-world usage.

6 Discussion
Cross-compilation. Plankton also supports other archi-
tectures (e.g., Arm). In the experiments, we only evaluate with
X86_64 due to its popularity, and all baselines support it.
Producing other IR forms. Currently, Plankton only pro-
duces different versions of LLVM IRs. This is because LLVM
IR is more suitable for static analysis, and many static anal-
ysis tools are already built up on it. Although Plankton
cannot directly produce other forms of IRs such as Gim-
ple [38], the underlying algorithms are general so that one
can write a Gimple lifter based on them.
Other downstream applications. Since Plankton is able
to produce close-to-source LLVM IRs, it can support other ap-
plications that are based on LLVM apart from static analysis,
including binary composition analysis [64], post-link opti-
mization [72], and code embeddings [88]. Some of them, such
as post-link optimization, require the LLVM IR to be recom-
pilable. Although the LLVM IR is recompilable by design, the
current Plankton can not guarantee the 100% success of re-
compilation because not all assembly instructions have their
LLVM IR counterparts (some instructions are system specific)
and not all library functions are correctly modeled (§ 5.4.1).
Therefore, extra efforts are needed for Plankton to support
other applications. We leave it as part of our future work.

7 Related Work
Binary Lifting. Many lifters have been proposed to pro-
duce LLVM IRs from binaries. SecondWrite [26, 27, 47] uses
VSA-based approaches to recover variables and data types
from stripped binaries. They do not consider possible vari-
able overlaps and only infer types for top-level variables.
BinRec [25] lifts binaries based on dynamic disassembly.
Lasagne [80] statically translates X86_64 binaries to LLVM IR
and then compiles it to Arm while enforcing the x86 memory
ordering model. revng [41, 42] relies on QEMU to perform
lifting. LISC [51] automatically learns translation rules from
assembly to IR. Inception [40] merges LLVM IRs produced
from binaries and source code. mctoll [9] and RetDec [11]
also adopt code transformations to refine the produced LLVM
IR. However, the peephole transformations adopted by mc-
toll only consider single operations against integer-typed
pointees and LLVM optimizations is only used for reducing
the code size. Also, all transformations are only run once
without guidance, severely limiting their effectiveness.
Metadata-assisted BinaryAnalysis. Many existingworks
have adopted metadata emitted by the compiler to facilitate
analysis tasks that require high-quality binary translation
results. Egalito [93] and RetroWrite [44] use additional meta-
data embedded in position-independent code (PIC) to per-
form accurate binary rewriting. PEBIL [59] and Vulcan [46]
require symbol information to perform static binary instru-
mentation. Zeng et al. [95], Shuffler [92], MCFI [70], Self-
rando [39] and, CCR [57] all make use of compiler-generated
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information to enforce control-flow intergrity (CFI). HPC-
Toolkit [86] proposed to use the debug information to un-
derstand the performance of fully optimized modular code.
Park et al. [75] leverage JNI-interoperation-related types to
improve binary decompilation and static analysis. However,
they only handle and propagate function signature types.
Unlike them, in Plankton, we are the first to use the debug
information to facilitate static code analysis.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new binary lifter Plankton to-
gether with two new algorithms that can fill the gap between
the low- and high-level code to support full-fledged static
analysis. Experimental results show that Plankton has suf-
ficient precision and scalability for real-world bug detection.
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